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The power to alienate lands is given to the State Authority pursuant to the provisions under the Malaysian 
Federal Constitution ('FC) and the National Land Code ('NLC). There are cases where the alienations of 
land for housing development have not been carefully and professionally undertaken by the State Authority. 
Due to this, lands that are unsuitable have been alienated to applicant housing developers. In the course of 
developing the housing projects, the developers face a huge problem when they ultimately discover that the 
lands are not suitable for housing development and that to proceed with the development until completion, 
they would require substantial additional funds. This problem might lead to the abandonment of the project. 
Further, it is also evident that the state authority may have at times appointed housing developers that are 
not qualified and are incapable to carry out housing development projects. The incapability of the developers 
then adversely affects the due progress of the project development and the worst scenario is that the project 
might later be abandoned by the developers. The ultimate aggrieved parties are the purchasers themselves 
who will have to face all the calamities because of the abandonment of the housing project by the developer. 
This paper aims to highlight this issue relating to the problem in the alienation of land for housing 
development by the state authority. The research methodology used in this paper is a composite of legal 
research methodology and social research methodology. The sources of the legal methodology are the 
provisions in the statutes and case law. Apart from these, government circulars and directives are referred 
to. The social research dimension, meanwhile, entails sources from file reviews, observations and interviews 
with related parties. To complete the social research method, secondary sources are also referred to enrich 
the social research data collection and analyses. In 
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short, this paper is a result of a socio-legal research undertaking. It finds that the problems in the alienation 
of land for housing development projects may originate from the wrong and insufficient decisions made by 
the state authority. Due to this, it is submitted the state authority has breached the fiduciary duties and the 
procedural and substantive legitimate expectation to act fairly and reasonably towards the public in alienation 
of lands for housing development projects. In the final part of this paper, the author suggests certain 
approaches to overcome this problem. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The FC provides certain powers to the state government to make laws on certain matters and to carry out its 
execution. These powers are specifically spelt out in List II (State List) and List Ill (Concurrent List)lto the 
Ninth Schedule of the FC and read together with art 74 and art 80 of the FC. 
One of the powers of the state is concerning land matters (List 11(2)(a) to Ninth Schedule of the FC). The 
power concerning land matters includes the power to alienate land. This is elaborated clearly in s 76 of the 
NLC. Accordingly, the power to alienate land is vested in the state authority. State authority means the 
members of the state executive council or EXCO, headed 
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by the Chief Minister or Menteri Besar.2The state authority may alienate land to any person or body subject 
to conditions as prescribed under the NLC (ss 76 and 79(2) of the NLC). 
In the exercise of the power to alienate land and its decision making process, the state authority has 
absolute p~wer .~For  instance, pursuant to s 108 of the NLC where there is a conflict between a by-law or 
restriction imposed by the planning authority and any conditions4imposed under the NLC, the latter shall 
prevail. Hence, this provision undermines the importance of the views and advice of the planning authority. 
Nonetheless to ensure coordinated, informed decision and good governance in dealing with the application 
for alienation of land, the state authority may refer to certain good practices or federal directiveslpolicies 
issued by the National Land Council ('NLCL') and the standard procedures prescribed by the Federal 
Director General of Lands and Mines such as the 
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federal land administration circulars issued from time to time5and the NLC land manuaL6~his good practice 
includes the need to refer to and consult with relevant authorities for example the Department of Town and 
Country Planning (Jabatan Perancangan Bandar dan Desa ('JPBD')), Department of Irrigation and Drainage 
(Jabatan Pengairan dan Saliran) and Department of Public Works (Jabatan Kerja Raya ('JKR')) and to 
seriously consider these professionals' views before alienation of land can take place. These referral 
authorities may consist of the appropriate authorities7andlor technical agen~ ies .~  
ISSUES 
It is evident that in the alienation of land for housing deve~opment,~the state authority has failed to get 
sufficient and appropriate advices and views, inadvertently or otherwise, from the relevant authorities 
(appropriate authorities and technical agencies) or that the decision of the state authority in alienation of land 
is not grounded on good information and professional considerations. For instance, the state authority has 
failed to alienate land to suitable housing developers for the developers to carry out a particular development 
on the alienated land or that the alienated land is not suitable for the purpose of housing development 
projects. These may result in the purported housing development not succeeding to the detriment of the 
stakeholders (for example the purchasers). This problem is evident in the occurrences of abandoned housing 
projects, floods, soil erosions and 
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landslides, which have resulted in heavy injuries and huge losses to the interested parties and stakeholders, 
especially the purchasers and the developers. 
The unsuitability of the location for housing development projects can be seen in the following housing 
development projects: 
(a) Taman Harmoni, Balakong, Cheras, Selangor. In this project, a part of the location of the 
project contained slime soil which was not suitable for a housing development project. The 
developer had to extract this soil and replace it with suitable soils in order to proceed with the 
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intended development. This resulted in the increase of construction cost which ultimately 
affected the developer's overall budget for the project and resulted in the inadequacy of funds 
to complete the pro'ect. As a consequence, half of the project was abandoned due to the 
shortage of funds.' 6 
(b) Taman Lingkaran Nur, Kajang, Selangor. This project is divided into northern and southern 
parts. In the middle of the project location lies Sungai Long. The river water flows had eroded 
part of the project land. Due to this erosion, the developer had to construct concrete walls along 
the river banks and repair the eroded land as well as the river banks to reduce and eliminate 
soil erosions. This additional work had added a new financial burden on the developer and had 
affected the smooth running of the project development.ll 
(c) Desa Kerayong Indah, Ijok, Selangor. The location of the project land is on a hilly land. The 
land was alienated to the purchasers by the Selangor State Authority. The housing project was 
carried out by one contractor by name of Bumi Circle Sdn Bhd ('Bumi'). Bumi was also 
appointed by the state authority to undertake the construction of houses belonging to the 
purchasers on the alienated land. All purchasers were required to appoint Bumi as the housing 
contractor. However Bumi failed to complete the project as underneath the project location 
there were a lot of huge and hard rocks and granite. To complete the project, Bumi needed 
additional funds to extract the rocks and granite, which they lacked of. Due to insufficient funds, 
Bumi abandoned the project to the detriment of the purchasers. To-date the rehabilitation of the 
project seems impossible.12 
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(d) Taman Perwira, Phase 2, Jerantut, Pahang. This project location is not suitable for housing 
development as the land involved geo-technical problems.l3 
(e) Taman Sri Bayu, Seremban, Negeri Sembilan. The development of this project was terminated 
due to insufficient funds for the developer to carry out infrastructure works of the project as the 
project was located on top of two hills not suitable for housing development.l4 
(f) Taman Dayang, Mukim Kuah, Langkawi, Kedah. In this project, a part of the housing 
development project could not be implemented as the project's location contains hard rocks 
which render the piling and levelling works on the land impossible.15 
(g) Taman Villa Fettes, Lots 141 and 3622, Mukim 18, North East District, Penang. The project 
location is not suitable for housing development project as underneath the project land there 
are huge and hard granitic rocks.16 
It should be noted that the developers in Taman Harmoni (K&T Development Sdn Bhd) and Taman 
Lingkaran Nur (Saktimuna Sdn Bhd) had no adequate experience and expertise in handling housing 
development projects. Nonetheless, they still managed to obtain the lands through the state's land alienation 
and they were given a right by the State Government of Selangor to carry out housing development projects, 
which were later abandoned. 
In the view of the author, the absolute power possessed by the state authority in land matters as prescribed 
by the NLC and the FC, may lead to abuse of powers. EXCO's decisions may be highly influenced by the 
Menteri Besar (Chief Minister) or Ketua Menteri (Chief Minister). Usually, a large number of the members in 
the EXCO are from the same political party.17Further, a problem may arise as s 8 of the Delegation of 
Powers Act 1956 
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(Revised 1988) confers on the Menteri Besar certain delegated power~~~without  having to be subject to the 
professional officers' approvals, thus reducing the functions of certain professionals conferred by ss 12 and 
13 of the NLC.lglndirectly, all decisions made in EXCO meetings can be monopolised and manipulated for 
their20self-interests, which may not, in fact, be practical and suitable from the view of the relevant 
professionals. 
In another respect, in the observation of the author, there are cases which show that the process for 
approving applications for alienation of land is too slow to be finalised by the state authority. For example in 
an application involving a housing development project in a state in Malaysia, the process took about 3.5 
years to complete. This can cause unnecessary waiting costs for the developer. In the author's opinion, this 
delay is caused by inefficient administration and inadequate professional staff (for instance, shortage of land 
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tracers and settlement officers) in the land office that is able to expedite the relevant application for 
consideration by the state authority. 
Further, in respect of the practice of some land offices in Malaysia (the land administrator, the registrar of 
titles and the Director of Lands and Mines), there is no compulsory implementation of the International 
Standard Organisation ('ISO') procedure in their offices. The lack of this internal control and self-regulated 
administration mechanism will mar the efficiency of processing the land related applications by the land 
offices. Even though there is an internal Key Performance Index ('KPI') set by the state authority and the 
State Secretary's office to regulate internally the works flow and the work procedure, the author is still 
sceptical on whether this internal governance can be an impartial and independent effective measure that is 
capable of fully governing the land administrative process. The issue of non-uniformity in the procedure and 
work flow of alienation of lands between the federal agencies and the state agencies is again due to the 
existence of the separate constitutional jurisdictions of the Federal Government and state governmentlstate 
authority over land 
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matters. In matters pertaining to the power of the state authority listed in List II, the Federal 
Government2' has no say and control over the conducts of all the state government machinery. 
The establishment of PEMLIDAH or a taskforce committee by the federal government, consisting of 
representatives from the government and the private sector to expedite the land development process and 
approval,22 including land alienation, it is submitted, may not also be effective as it cannot bind the state 
authority in respect of its policies, directives and procedures. 
Other problems that are faced by the land offices and state authorities in some states in Malaysia are: 
shortage of professional staff, inadequate technical and legal knowledge of the land office staff, staff 
negligence and breach of duty and overburdened daily works that cannot be adequately executed by the 
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~ta f f .~~These are among the prevailing problems that plague the land offices and state authorities, which can 
undermine their functions and responsibility towards the stakeholders especially in housing development. 
QLlESTlONS TO PONDER 
There are some questions that can be raised following the above elaboration, viz: 
(a) Whether the state authority as a public authority24 is duty bound and under a legal 
responsibility in the alienation of lands for housing development projects to ensure public 
welfare, public benefit and well-being of their customers/stakeholders (the housing developers 
and the purchasers at large) -- for instance to provide and carry out all measures to avoid any 
possible occurrences of problematic housing projects. 
(b) Does the state authority as a public authority owe a legal responsibility to implement a duty to 
act fairly and reasonably, in good faith and observe rules of natural justice in the exercise of 
their power to the effect of ensuring fitness and suitability of lands for alienation and selecting 
capable housing developers for the implementation of housing development projects? 
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(c) If so, whether the aggrieved stakeholders in problematic housing development projects 
(including abandoned housing projects), being the housing developers and the purchasers, as 
the case may be, have any cause of action andlor locus standi to sue the state authority and 
claim appropriate remedies (legal and equitable) for all the losses and injuries they suffered 
and incurred for all the negligence, breach of a duty to act fairly and reasonably, failure to 
implement fairness in the decision making process andlor breach of natural justice and good 
faith in alienating unsuitable lands and selecting an incapable developer to implement the 
housing development projects which are later abandoned? 
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OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of this paper are as follows: 
(a) to examine the extent of legal liability and responsibility of the state authority in the alienation of 
lands for housing development projects; and 
(b) to make certain recommendations insofar as the issue of legal liability and responsibility of the 
state authority in the alienation of land is concerned for the benefit and welfare of the 
stakeholders (housing developers and purchasers) in housing development projects. 
In the view of the author, the state authority has an absolute power and is not be bound by anybody in the 
alienation of land, not even the NLCL, the federal government and federal agencies unless prescribed by the 
FC and NLC. The NLCL is a body established under the FC consisting of representative from the federal 
government and the state government (art 91 (1) of the FC). Its duty is to formulate from time to time in 
consultation with the Federal Government, the state governments and the National Finance Council a 
national policy for the promotion and control of the utilisation of land throughout the Federation for mining, 
agriculture, forestry or any other purpose, and for the administration of any laws relating there to (art 9(5) and 
(6) of the FC). Once formulated and the required consultancy has successfully been conducted, the policy so 
formulated shall become binding on the Federal and state governments to follow (art 9(5) and (6) of the FC). 
Unless and until there has been a consultation between the federal and state government over certain land 
policies, the NLCL's land policies, it is submitted, are not binding on both the 
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federal and state government including the state auth~rity.~~Further, the NLCL is also obligated to give 
advice to the federal and the state governments on matters pertaining to the utilisation of land or in respect 
of any proposed legislation dealing with land or of the administration of any such law if there is a consultation 
request by the federal or the state government (art 91 (6) of the FC). 
Thus pursuant to art 91 of the FC, the NLCL is conferred with certain constitutional functions and it 
comprises of State Representatives with a Federal Minister as Chairman. This means that while the states 
have a choice in this body, the control lies with the federal government. The question is this: since land is a 
state matter, whether it is mandatory for the state authority to abide by the policy formulated by the NLCL. 
The NLCL has in the past formulated broad based policies on squatters, land speculation and use of land for 
industries. As land is a state matter, it can be expected that each state will want to decide on what it can do 
with its land rather than be subjected to a national policy. Hence, the grounds for the diversity in land use 
policy amongst the states in ~ a l a y s i a . ~ ~  
Thus, even if the NLCL has issued directives to the state authority to exercise due diligence and care in 
alienation of lands, the directives do not bind the state authority. Secondly, up until today, there is only one 
National Land Policy over alienation of land issued by the NLCL through the directive issued by the Federal 
Director General of Land and ~ i n e s . ~ ~  This policy concerns 
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alienation of land in special circumstances for freehold lands under s 76(aa)(iii) of the NLC.2BHowever, this 
alienation of land policy does not concern, at all, alienation of land for housing development purposes and it 
does not impose a responsibility and liability on the state authority to duly exercise alienation of lands for 
housing development projects for the benefit and welfare of the stakeholders (housing developers and 
purchasers). For example, this directive policy does not prescribe specific procedures that the state authority 
should comply with in the exercise of alienation of land for housing development projects, for instance 
imposing obligation on the state authority to only alienate lands to capable developers or be subject to the 
views of the planning and environmental authorities or that the state authority must ensure that the location 
of the land is suitable for housing development purposes. Equally there is no responsibility on part of the 
state authority to be bound by all the views and advice of other technical agencies and appropriate 
authorities in the exercise of their decision making process on alienation of lands for housing development 
purposes. 
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However, it is argued that the issue of whether the policy adopted by the NLCL is binding or otherwise may 
be a political one. In other words, coordination between the federal government's policies which are in the 
form of the directive policies issued by the NLCL could be achieved if the state government and the federal 
are from the same political ~ a r t y . ~ ~ l t  follows that if there are political differences between the states and the 
federal government, coordination in land administration, policies and procedures between the states and the 
federal government may not actualise. This may result in uneven and non-uniformity of the land 
administration procedures in all states in Malaysia which can lead to some problematic  consequence^.^^ 
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To Adibah Awang, the governance problems relating to the land development process including, it is 
submitted the alienation of land, is due to the absence of proper documented national land use planning 
policy. According to her, this is perhaps grounded on the fact that since land is a state matter, each state has 
the prerogative of drawing up its own land po~icy.~'Thus, there may exist non-coordination and 
non-uniformity between the practices and policies of the federal government and the state governments in 
land administration, including on matters pertaining to alienation of lands for housing development. 
Further, according to Sharifah Zubaidah Syed Abdul Kader Aljunid, to this day, there is yet one National 
Land Use Policy in place, although the NLCL has issued several circulars relating to amendments of the 
NLC.32 In the result, the function of NLCL, it is opined, could be deemed irrelevant in practice, by the State 
Authority. 
Cases on allenatlon of land 
The author has not found any reported case law that has directly dealt with the issue of the responsibility and 
liability of the state authority in alienation of lands for housing development. Nonetheless, there are many 
reported cases that have directly and indirectly covered issues involving alienation of lands, not specifically 
for housing development. Examples of cases involving alienation of land by the state authority are as follows: 
(a) Rahamah bt Gujing @ lbrahim & Ors v Liew Vui Yin & Ors (Government of the State of Sabah, 
third pariyJ and another suifl200917 MLJ 21 3 (High Court in Sandakan) 
In this case, there was an alienation of land to 27 plaintiffs by the Director of Lands and 
Surveys of Sabah (Pengarah Tanah dan Ukur Sabah ('PTU')). However it was contended that 
the alienation was null and void and thus the subsequent issuance of title deed arising from the 
alienation of land was null and void ab initio and of no legal effect on the ground that the PTU 
or Land Utilisation Committee had approved the said application beyond their power and 
jurisdiction when the said application should have been approved by the Chief Minister of 
Sabah. In this case, it was contended by the parties that no approval had been given by the 
Chief Minister. Pursuant to s 9(1) of the Land Ordinance (Sabah Cap 68) ('LOS'), the PTU may 
alienate state land on such terms 
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or in such manner as is authorised by the LOS and may also impose special conditions in 
respect of it. Be that as it may, in carrying out this function, the PTU is still subject to any 
general or special direction of the Cabinet including the Chief Minister of Sabah. 
(b) Sa Ma1 (Sabah) Corporation Sdn Bhd v Director of Lands and Surveys, Sabah[1994] MLJU 
398[1994] 3 CLJ 229. 
In this case, there was an allegation that the Director of Lands and Surveys ('PTU') failed to 
comply with the rules of natural justice when he did not issue an offer to alienate land to the 
appellant. In this case, the judge decided that in exercising his duty in alienation of lands, the 
PTU may invoke his discretionary power under s 9 of the Land Ordinance (Sabah Cap 68) 
('LOS') for which the rules of natural justice do not pertain. Pursuant to s 41(l)(d) and read 
together with s 41(2) of the LOS, the alienation of land by the PTU is non-appealable. 
(c) Hiew Kon Fah and Anor v Kwn Ngen Wah & Ors[2008] MLJU 95 (High Court at Sandakan), 
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Lim Fong Tsin & 23 Ors v The Assistant Collector of Land & 2 Ors[1997] 1 LNS 7; and Burhan 
Ating & Ors v Directors of Lands & Survey & Ors[l992] 2 CLJ (Rep) 21 1. 
These cases highlight the same law as mentioned under ss 9 and 41(l)(d) of the LOS. The 
courts in these cases decided that the PTU has a discretionary power on whether to approve or 
not to approve any application for alienation of land, subject to any general or specific direction 
of the State's MinisterICabinet. 
(d) Hamdan bin Johan & Ors v FELCRA Bhd & Ors[2010] 8 MLJ 628 (High Court of Malaya at 
Johor Bahru). 
The plaintiffs in this case were invited by the first defendant ('Felcra Bhd') into a project for the 
development of an oil palm plantation known as Felcra Tebing Runtuh ('FTR'). During the 
occupation and development of the FTR, the Menteri Besar of Johor agreed in principle that 
certain acreage of FTR land be alienated to the plaintiffs. However to the dismay of the 
plaintiffs, after several years working on the FTR land, the land was subjected to the 
development of a new Malaysia-Singapore second link and development of Bandar Nusa Jaya. 
Due to this, they could not proceed with the plan to develop the FTR land and suffered losses 
and damage. Further, the compensations given by UEM Bhd were too low, unreasonable and 
inadequate. The UEM compensations were in the form of certain monetary value and a plot of 
land together with a house. To lessen the plaintiffs' grievances, the first defendant also agreed 
to allot certain lands in the FTR to the plaintiffs in replacement of the acquired FTR land that 
had been subject to the second link development and Bandar Nusa Jaya and that due to the 
acquisition, the plaintiffs were required to leave FTR. Nonetheless, the first defendant (Felcra 
Bhd) failed to keep their promise i.e to allot the 
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lands to the plaintiffs. The plaintiffs contended that they had been cheated by the first 
defendant (Felcra Bhd), in that, the plaintiffs did not get any land as promised and that the 
quantum of damages was inadequate and requested for a higher quantum. The court allowed 
the plaintiffs' claims against the first defendant (Felcra Bhd) but not to the second defendant 
('Johor Bahru Land Administrator') and the third defendant ('Johor State Executive Council'). 
The second and the third defendants were not liable as there was no alienation of lands 
decision ever made to the plaintiffs. In other words, the plaintiffs had no locus standi and 
cause of action against the second and the third defendants. The court held that the plaintiffs 
were the aggrieved parties in the promise as the result of the breach of the first defendant 
(Felcra Bhd) and thus they are entitled to get appropriate damages from the first defendant 
(Felcra Bhd). 
Liability and responsibility of the state authority 
First and foremost, insofar as the knowledge and research of the author are concerned, there is no case law 
as yet that has dealt with the issue of liability and responsibility of the state authority to act fairly and 
reasonably in the alienation of land for housing development projects, particularly involving abandoned 
housing projects. Likewise, there is no action so far commenced by any aggrieved housing developers or 
purchasers in the problematic housing development projects and the abandoned housing projects due to the 
wrong/mistake/negligent decision made by the state authority in alienating of lands. Be that as it may, certain 
legal theory may be generated in respect of the issue of liability and responsibility of the state authority in 
alienating lands for housing development projects for public benefits and well-being of the stakeholders 
based on the available legal resources and reported case law.33 
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In the opinion of the author, despite the absolute power that the state authority has in the alienation of land 
and its superiority over the planning and other authorities,% is submitted that the state authority is still 
subject to a legal duty to act fairly and reasonably in the exercise of alienation of land for housing 
development p ~ r p o s e s . ~ ~ l n  other words, if it is proven that the state authority fails to execute its statutory 
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duties fairly and reasonably to the detriment of the housing developers and the purchasers, the stakeholders 
have a cause of action and locus standi against the state authority and are entitled to certain legal and 
equitable remedies.36 This contention is made on the following grounds: 
(a) There exists a fiduciary duty on part of the state authority towards the public in dispensing their 
public duties. In respect of housing development, the public is the housing developers and the 
purchasers. 
(b) There exists a legitimate expectation on part of the housing developers and the purchasers 
against the state authority in that the state authority should exercise its statutory andlor 
prerogative powers conferred by the FC in a fair and reasonable manner in the alienation of 
lands for housing development projects and appoint suitable and fit housing developers to carry 
out housing development for the benefit of its subject (the housing developers and the 
purchasers). 
(c) Even though the state authority has a wide discretionary and statutory power to alienate land 
and to appoint developers to carry out housing development projects, this statutory and 
prerogative power is not an unfettered one. This power is still subject to the principles of natural 
justice, equity, good faith and fairness. 
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Fiduciary duty 
It is submitted that the duty of the state authority to exercise due care in alienating land for housing 
development is a fiduciary one. The state authority should ensure that the outcome of their decision in 
alienation of lands for housing development projects would benefit the public and should not cause any 
unnecessa and gratuitous problems to the housing development projects undertaken by the housing '5; developers. 
This duty is enunciated in Kerajaan Negeri Selangor & Ors v Sagong bin Tasi & Ors[2005] 6 MLJ 289 (Court 
of Appeal). In this case, the State Government of Selarlgor (the first defendant owner of all un-alienated land 
in the state)38 was held liable to have acquired the land (Bukit Tampoi) occupied and belonging to the 
plaintiffs (aboriginal peoples) with the second defendant (LIEM Bhd), the third defendant (Malaysian Highway 
Authority) and the fourth defendant (federal government), by depriving the plaintiffs' proprietary rights without 
adequate compensation in accordance with the Land Acquisition Act 1960 ('LAA'). Secondly, the defendants 
were liable for having unlawfully evicted the plaintiffs from their lands as the 14 day notice was unreasonable 
and insufficient, not being compliant with the LAA procedure. The defendants were also liable for trespass. 
The first defendant had also breached their fiduciary duties in not having gazetted the un-gazetted area for 
the welfare and benefit of the plaintiffs as an aboriginal reserve area. They failed to gazette the area despite 
their knowledge and awareness that such non-gazetted area was also occupied and was needed by the 
plaintiffs to carry out their customary practices. 
The court held that the discretionary power of the state authority or public body is not an unfettered one in 
light of its responsibility towards the welfare 
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and in trust of its subjects (stakeholders). The exercise of the power must be in accordance with the law and 
for public good. Thus it follows that they are fiduciary to the public. 
The above principles are also found in the Australian cases of Mabo No 2 (Mabo & Ors v State of 
Queensland & Anor(1986) 64 ALR 1 and Wik People's v The State of Queensland & Ors(1996) 187 CLR 1. 
In other parts of the commonwealth, this principle is also entrenched in many cases such as Premanchandra 
v Major Montague Jayawickrema(l994) 2 Sri LR 90. In this case at p 105, GPS De Silva CJ when delivering 
the judgment of the Supreme Court of Sri Lanka said that: 
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There are no absolute or unfettered discretions in public law; discretion are conferred on public functionaries in trust for 
the public, to be used for the public good, and the propriety of the exercise of such discretions is to be judged by 
reference to the purposes for which they were so entrusted' (Emphasis added.) 
In Malaysia, the above principle had also been adopted in Pengarah Tanah dan Galian Wilayah Persekutuan 
v Sri Lempah Enterprise Sdn Bhq19791 1 MLJ 135 and Savrimuthu v Public Prosecutofll987] 2 MLJ 173. 
It is submitted that a fiduciary duty exists on part of the state authority in the exercise of alienation of land for 
housing development projects. Following this, they must obtain the requisite advice and views from all 
relevant parties and comply with the advice and views. The state authority also should decide prudently in a 
reasonably manner supported by the advice by the appropriate authority and the technical agencies before 
deciding to alienate lands to housing developers. Even though based on the author's view that there is yet 
any case law pointing to this position, it is submitted that the state authority is under a fiduciary duty in 
carrying out public duties, for instance in making decisions involving alienation of lands for housing 
development projects. 
Legitimate expectation 
Before elaborating on the above subheading, the author would like to raise a question: Whether the 
aggrieved purchasers and the housing developers, as the case may be, in abandoned housing projects have 
a legitimate expectation against the state authority that the state authority would alienate suitable land and 
select a suitable developer for carrying housing development project. 
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The principle behind the doctrine of legitimate expectation is founded on the duty to act fairly as a necessary 
element or concomitant of good governance or good admini~tration.~~The doctrine of legitimate expectation 
was initially recognised by Lord Denning in Schmidt v Secretary of State for Home Affairs[1969] 2 Ch 149 
(CA) to denote something less than a right which may nevertheless be protected by the principles of natural 
justice; or an expectation of receiving some benefit or privilege to which the individual has no right.40 
In the Privy Council case of Attorney-General of Hong Kong v Ng Yuen Shiu[I 9831 2 AC 629 (Privy Council 
('PC')), Ng Yuen Shiu, an illegal immigrant challenged a deportation order. He contended that the Hong Kong 
Government had previously given an undertaking that each case would be considered on its merits and that 
he was denied the opportunity of being heard. The PC held that IVg had a legitimate expectation that a 
certain procedure would be followed and that it was in the interest of good administration that the authorities 
should act fairly by implementing its stated policy. Lord Fraser said that 'legitimate expectation in this context 
is capable of including expectations which go beyond enforceable legal rights, provided they have some 
reasonable basis'. His Lordship identified three practical questions underlying all legitimate expectation 
cases. They are: 
(a) to what has the authority committed itself? 
(b) has the authority acted unlawfully in respect of its commitment?; and 
(c) what should the court do about it? 
In Darahman bin lbrahim & Ors v Majlis Mesyuarat Kerajaan Negeri Perlis & Ors[2008] 4 MLJ 309, at p 333, 
the Court of Appeal said that where an applicant can demonstrate that a legitimate expectation has arisen, 
he has a powerful argument against a public body which has otherwise acted pursuant to the discretionary 
powers or duties lawfully conferred upon it. It is germane to state that a legitimate expectation in its 
procedural form arises where there has been a failure to follow an agreed or customary process of 
consultation. In the main, it is concerned about the quality of the decision making process. The 
2 MLJ xvii at xx 
latter is called substantive legitimate expectation, while the former is known as procedural legitimate 
expectation. 
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In Dr Michael Jeyakumar Devaraj v Ketua Pengarah Unit Penyelarasan Pelaksanaan di Jabatan Perdana 
Menten & Ors[201 I ]  6 MLJ 824 (High Court at Kuala Lumpur), the argument of legitimate expectation was 
successfully pleaded by the applicant and the court agreed that legitimate expectation arose in the 
circumstance of this case. In this case, the court held that the application of the applicant being a Member of 
Parliament for the Sungai Siput constituency for leave for judicial review against the decision of the 
respondents (being the Director General of the Implementation Coordination Unit ('ICU') of the Prime 
Minister's Department and the Director of the Perak State Development) who rejected the applicant's 
application for funds from the special constituency allowance for schools, orphanage and aid to the orang 
asli was allowed by the court. The court stated that the exercise of discretion on part of the respondents in 
dealing with the application of the applicant may well be based on policy considerations within the 
management prerogative but the respondents evidently had acted capriciously and in breach of the 
legitimate expectation that they owed to the applicant, with bias and/or for improper purpose, had failed to 
take into account relevant factors and had taken into account irrelevant factors. 
In Sipadan Dive Sdn Bhd 8 Ors v The State Government of the State of Sabah[201 I ]  3 MLJ 357 (High Court 
of Borneo at Kota Kinabalu), again the court found that legitimate expectation existed on part of the state 
government towards the plaintiffs. In this case, the plaintiffs were awarded by the court compensation or 
damages as the defendant being the state government had breached the plaintiffs' legitimate expectation in 
that the plaintiffs were not given reasonable notice to wind down their business that had resulted in the 
plaintiffs' losses due to the demolition of the plaintiffs' buildings by the defendant and losses of the plaintiffs' 
equitable or proprietary interests in the plaintiffs' diving resorts. The legitimate expectation was also created 
on the request of the defendant that the fifth plaintiff was to prepare a master plan proposed for Pulau 
Sipadan. Further, legitimate expectation existed when the plaintiffs were allowed to continue operating on 
Sipadan Island even after Malaysia had gained sovereignty over the island. Evidence which the plaintiffs 
relied on is that the defendant actively used the presence of the plaintiffs on the island to promote Malaysia's 
tourism industry and to argue Malaysia's sovereignty rights over the island at the International Court of 
Justice ('ICJ'). 
In R v Secretary of State for the Home Department, ex parte Khan[1985] 1 All 
2 MLJ xvii at xxi 
ER 40 (Court of Appeal, Civil ~ i v i s i on ) ,~ l~a tk ins  LJ aid at p 41 as follows: 
Where a member of the public affected by a decision of a public authority had a legitimate expectation based on a 
statement or undertaking by the authority that it would apply certain criteria or follow certain procedure in reaching its 
decision, the authority was under a duty to follow those criteria or procedures. (Emphasis added.) 
The case of R v North and East Devon Health Authority, ex parte Coughlan (Secretary of State for Health 
and another intervening)[2000] 3 All ER 850 provides an example of what amounts to substantive legitimate 
expectation. In that case, a tetraplegic victim of a road accident in 1993 was housed in a health institute 
called Mardon House, a NHS facility for the long term disabled. It was represented to the victim by the health 
authority that he could stay at Mardon House 'for as long as they chose'. When the health authority decided 
to close Mardon House without providing alternative suitable accommodation, the Court of Appeal held that, 
in view of the representation, 
2 MLJ xvii at xxii 
a breach of this legitimate expectation amounted to an abuse of power and the substantive promise was 
upheld. 
In Toh Huat Khay v Lim A Chang (in his capacity as the executor of the estate of Toh Hoy Khay, 
deceased)[2010] 4 MLJ 312 (Federal Court at Putrajaya), legitimate expectation existed on part of the state 
authority to ensure that the requirements of the law relating to the land transfer must be observed and 
complied with. The court also held that due to this, the state authority breached its fiduciary duty. In this 
case, the state authority consented to a land transfer despite the fact that it is still subject to restrictions in 
interests of ten years prohibition of sa~e ,~~ f rom the date of alienation. Due to this, the court held that the 
transfer was null and void, despite there being a consent given by the state authority. It follows that, 
according to the court, such a transfer could not give any indefeasibility of title to the transferee as the 
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registration of the land was procured by means of an insufficient or void instrument pursuant to s 340(2)(b) of 
the NLC.43 
Thus, following the above legal principle and courts' decision, in the submission of the author, the housing 
developers and the aggrieved purchasers in problematic housing projects including abandoned housing 
projects, as the case may be, have a legitimate expectation, procedurally and substantively, that the state 
authority, as a public authority, should have alienated or should alienate suitable lands for housing 
development projects and that only suitable and qualified housing developers should be appointed to 
implement the purported projects. Otherwise, if the land is not suitable for housing development projects 
and/or the housing developers are not qualified and are incapable, the projects may not succeed and as a 
consequence, abandonment may occur to the detriment of the purchasers and the developers. 
It is submitted that the foundation for the creation of procedural and substantive legitimate expectation of the 
public toward the state authority is derived from the election manisfestos and the promises of the respective 
political members composing the state authority and the inherent responsibility of the state authority to carry 
out projects, programmes and activities for social justice, public good and public welfare/wellbeing. 
2 ML J xvii at xxiii 
From the above cases and discussion, the conclusion is that the state authority owes a fiduciary duty and 
that its subjects (housing developers and purchasers) have procedural and substantive legitimate 
expectation that they (the state authority) when approving alienation for housing development projects would 
approve all applications for alienation of suitable lands and appoint suitable housing developers in a 
professional, fair and reasonable manner for the benefit of the stakeholders (housing developers and 
purchasers). 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The author is of the view that in the alienation of land for housing development, if proven at the outset, that 
the land location is not suitable for a housing development project or that the appointed housing developer is 
not a fit person to carry out housing development and that due to these reasons, the purported housing 
development project is abandoned and/or becomes problematic, the aggrieved developer and the 
purchasers, as the case may be, have a good cause of action and locus standi against the state authority if 
the latter had acted unreasonably, unfairly, in breach of natural justice and the legitimate expectation of the 
stakeholders and is mala fide. In this regard, the aggrieved parties may claim for appropriate compensation 
and damages for all the calamities that have occurred due to the abandonment and problematic housing 
projects. 
On part of the federal government, it is submitted that an amendment should be made to the NLC to the 
effect of imposing an obligation on the state authority to be bound by the views of the professional parties 
(the technical agencies, appropriate authorities, the NLCL and the planning authority) in the decision making 
process involving alienation of land. Further, the state authority should also be responsible for all the 
decisions made and no immunity should be given to them if proven that they have acted unreasonably, 
unfairly, in breach of natural justice and the legitimate expectation of the stakeholders and mala fide in 
carrying out their public duties. 
In addition to the above, the federal government may legislate law and procedure relating to the alienation of 
land for housing development project which contain certain obligations on the state authority to refer and be 
bound by the decisions and views of the appropriate authorities and the technical agencies, as the case may 
be, pursuant to art 76(l)(b) of the FC. This article empowers the federal government to legislate laws that 
can ensure uniformity of laws between states in Malaysia. Once this law comes into operation and is 
enforced, all state governments being subjects to this law are duty bound to 
2 MLJ xvii at xxiv 
comply with the said law (art 91(1) of the FC) and thus this law can ensure uniformity of law in all states in 
Malaysia relating to the procedure in processing all applications for alienation of land for housing 
development. 
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Apart from the legislative proposals above, it is the hope of the author, that there will be, in the near future, 
abandoned housing projects' purchasers or housing developers who may realise and with proof that their 
miserable plights are partly due to the failure of the state authority to observe the duty to act fairly and 
reasonably in the exercise of alienation of lands to take certain legal actions against the defaulting state 
authority for some judicial remedies. Thus, the legal perimeter on the responsibility and liability in 
implementing public duties by the public bodies in Malaysia can be further defined and expounded by the 
guardian of the law itself. 
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